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LET'S CHANGE YOUR LIVE!




DRUG, ALCOHOL AND GAMING REHAB FOR YOUNG MEN,  
IN THAILAND 






An Adventure in Building Yourself
Our revolutionary drug and alcohol rehab treatment programme for young men offers a transformational and tailored experience.




DISCOVER YOUR NEW JOURNEY




  




WHY THE EDGE WORKS
The Edge is
an innovative treatment programme that aims to cultivate the entire self
Our programmes strengthening independence and confidence in young men through counseling and high-intensity outdoor fitness.
Located in the heart of Chiang Mai — the charming cultural capital of Northern Thailand, our environment fosters focused recovery, healing, and growth.
FIND OUT MORE





read more
information for parents and loved ones



read more
information for participant



read moreinformation for medical professionals





WHY THE EDGE WORKS FOR YOU
The Edge is tailor-made for teens and young men between the ages of 18 and 26* who are struggling with their mental health, behavioural patterns, relationships, and substance abuse
*Anyone slightly over the age of 26 may also be considered if the programme is deemed suitable.
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It’s time to live a life!
Push yourself one step further to The Edge: get in touch with us about how-together-we can start the process of building a better life.




Let's get started Now!



Come to The Edge
to go beyond it






  






Push yourself physically to places that you’ve never been to. Challenge yourself mentally in a completely new place where you can confront yourself, define your vision, and move forward. Come to The Edge so you can go back home transformed, physically and mentally.
VIEW OUR GALLERY




I chose The Edge because of its physical training and have never regretted my decision. I owe my life to The Edge. The counsellors and staff there helped me to turn my life around.



Sam, Australia


READ MORE TESTIMONIAL




  







  




THE CABIN GROUP
World-renowned mental and behavioural health treatment you can trust
The Edge is part of The Cabin Group, a globally recognised behavioural health treatment provider with a collection of inpatient and outpatient treatment centres around the world. Treatment at The Edge is administered by a team of highly experienced, licensed medical specialists. Our programme yields a 96 per cent completion rate.
FIND OUT MORE





More about the edge




ABOUT US


A Better Future Free from Substance Abuse: Thought counselling sessions with our team of experts, young men are able to discover new patterns in order to break the cycle of addiction and self-destructive behaviour.



Discover more

Our article


Discover insightful perspectives and valuable insights in our latest blog post. Get the knowledge, expert opinions and practical tips you need and gain a new perspective on addiction. Explore our content and expand your understanding.



visit our blog

WHY THAILAND


Travel has the power to transform you. Leaving behind all that you know gives you the space and opportunity to change. Treatment requires massive change, and confronting your struggle in a new environment makes that shift easier.



Discover more



READY TO CHANGE?
You don't have to recover alone. Take the first step in regaining control of your life by getting in touch with us and finding out what you can become.


Or if you need immediate assistance, please call: +66 20 385 469
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RECENT POSTS:




Why Australian Parents are Worried About Fortnite Addiction							
Fornite has experienced such worldwide growth that it has become a cultural phenomenon. The game registers close to 40 million players from around the world every month, currently totalling 250 million. And its popularity shows no sign of slowing – the upcoming...




What Parents Need to Know About PUBG							
PlayerUnknowns Battleground, more commonly known as PUBG, has taken the world by storm since its release in 2017. While it doesn’t receive as much media attention as Fortnite, PUBG’s free mobile version actually surpasses Fortnite in total users, largely due to its...




Straightforward Advice for Arming Your Kids Against Gaming Addiction							
Many parents find that taking a negative approach to regulating their kids’ gaming and internet use is likely to backfire. So what’s a parent to do? It helps to arm your kid with strategies to help them avoid the pitfalls of excessive gaming and strengthen them...





CONTACT INFO:
The Edge Rehab 
9 Khua Mung,
Saraphi District,
Chaing Mai 50140
Thailand
+66 20 385 469
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